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Overview
Surprise health care bills have recently been front-and-center at the national level. In January
2019, the Trump administration met with a group of patients to hear their personal stories
and concerns, U.S. senators have introduced bills to address the problem, and the American
College of Emergency Physicians has released its own framework to protect patients from
what has been an area of frustration for so many of them. A surprise bill generally refers to
an insured patient being charged for services inadvertently received by an out-of-network
health care provider. This situation can occur when the patient was not aware the physician
was out-of-network, or when circumstances required the use of an out-of-network physician.
For example, a patient could have a scheduled surgery with an in-network surgeon but be
unaware that the anesthesiologist was out-of-network. Or a patient having a severe cardiac
event could be billed for out-of-network care administered at the nearest hospital, even
though the patient was in an emergency situation and could not have safely sought an innetwork provider.
These surprise charges can be substantially higher than when the same service is provided by
an in-network provider. This can happen to insured patients for two reasons: (1) the insurance
plan provides minimal or no coverage for services delivered by out-of-network providers
and (2) the out-of-network provider charges a higher amount for the service than the amount
that would have been negotiated between the network providers and the insurer. These full
charge amounts have been shown to be an average of 2.5 times higher than what most health
insurers typically pay.1 Examples of high-cost transactions included in surprise bills include a
$2,000 bill for three stitches and more than $100,000 for a surgical procedure that would have
cost a small fraction of that amount in-network. 2
Congress previously considered several proposals related to surprise medical expenses.
If enacted, these laws would have protected consumers nationally from paying for out-ofnetwork care if the patient could not have reasonably sought care from an in-network provider.
There are signs that the new Congress may take up this issue.
Absent federal action, several states—most notably New York, with its passage of the nation’s
ZIV]ǻVWXWYVTVMWIFMPPPE[MRƴLEZIXEOIRXLIPIEHSRPIKMWPEXMSRXLEXEXXIQTXWXSWLMIPH
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consumers from surprise bills. Although states continue to take various steps to shield
consumers, New York is one of only nine states found to have comprehensive protections
from surprise bills.3
While much progress has been made at the State level, there are opportunities to build upon
the success of New York’s law. This issue brief provides details on New York’s groundbreaking
WYVTVMWIFMPPPIKMWPEXMSRXLIMQTEGXSJXLIPE[XSHEXIERHJYVXLIVIRLERGIQIRXWXLEXGER
be made to continue New York’s leadership on an issue that is increasingly receiving attention
as a pro-consumer and pro-price transparency priority.
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Surprise Bills in New York State
3I[=SVO[EWXLIǻVWXWXEXIXSIREGXEWYVTVMWIFMPPPE[[LMGLTYXMXEXXLIJSVIJVSRXSJIEVP]
IǺSVXWXSEHHVIWWEKVS[MRKEVIESJJVYWXVEXMSRERHGSRGIVRJSVGSRWYQIVW1IKMWPEXMSR
TVSXIGXMRKGSRWYQIVWJVSQǻRERGMEPVIWTSRWMFMPMX]JSVWYVTVMWIFMPPWTEWWIHMR4GXSFIV
ERH[IRXMRXSIǺIGXSR2EVGL  Prior to the law being passed, the New York State
Department of Financial Services (DFS), the agency responsible for overseeing insurance
companies in New York, conducted a review of more than 2,000 complaints received
regarding surprise bills. It found that 90% of surprise bills were not for emergency services
but for other in-hospital services. For example, out-of-network assistant surgeons—who often
[IVIGEPPIHMR[MXLSYXXLITEXMIRXƶWORS[PIHKIƴFMPPIHEREZIVEKISJSJ[LMGLMRWYVIVW
TEMHYVTVMWIFMPPWF]SYXSJRIX[SVOVEHMSPSKMWXWEZIVEKIH[MXLMRWYVIVW
TE]MRK55EXMIRXW[IVIFMPPIHXLIHMǺIVIRGIIZIRXLSYKLXLI]QE]RSXLEZILEHXLI
knowledge or choice of who the provider was or what service was being delivered.

Under New York State’s surprise bill law, patients no longer have to pay
out-of-network provider charges for surprise out-of-network services
that are higher than the patient’s standard in-network copayment,
deductible, or coinsurance rate.
Under New York State’s surprise bill law, patients no longer have to pay out-of-network
provider charges for surprise out-of-network services that are higher than the patient’s
standard in-network copayment, deductible, or coinsurance rate. According to the State law,
XLIVIEVIWTIGMǻGGMVGYQWXERGIWYRHIV[LMGLERSYXSJRIX[SVOFMPPGERFIGSRWMHIVIHE
surprise:
z If the patient was treated at any point by an out-of-network provider without giving written
consent to be treated out-of-network.
z If no in-network physician was available at the time to provide care, or if an in-network
physician provided a referral to an out-of-network provider without explaining that the
provider was out-of-network.

4

NY Fin Serv L § 605 (2014).
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z If any emergency or unforeseen medical needs that arose over the course of a visit
required the immediate attention of an out-of-network provider.
Another important element of the law was the establishment of an independent dispute
resolution (IDR) process. When a patient receives surprise out-of-network care, the health
plan makes a payment to the provider. If the provider believes the amount is incorrect or too
PS[XLITPERERHTVSZMHIVKSXLVSYKLER.)7TVSGIWWXSHIXIVQMRIXLIǻREPEQSYRXXSFITEMH
The patient is not held responsible, so long as the care that was received was in line with the
surprise billing circumstances outlined in the law.
.RERIǺSVXXSQEOIMRRIX[SVOERHSYXSJRIX[SVOMRJSVQEXMSRVIEHMP]EZEMPEFPIXSGSRWYQIVW
New York’s surprise bill law also requires hospitals and other health care facilities to
WTIGMǻGEPP]HMWGPSWIXSTEXMIRXWEPMWXSJTVSZMHIVWERHXLITPERWXLI]TEVXMGMTEXIMR3I[=SVOƶW
surprise bill law also required that, in some cases, hospitals make their standard charge
information publicly available to patients. Starting January 1, 2019, this requirement was
subsequently included in federal regulations.

6

Colloquially, the term “surprise bills” is used to refer to unexpected out-of-network charges for both emergency and
nonemergency care. Within the legislation, protections for surprise emergency service bills are separated from
protections from general surprise bills for regular, scheduled, or nonemergency medical care. Under the law, care
provided within a hospital emergency department will generally be protected from out-of-network billing, regardless
of the hospital’s status in the network. Emergency care protections are included in the general surprise bill legislation,
but also codified separately as Insurance Law Section 3241(c).
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Impact of New York’s Current Surprise Bill Law
The main goal of the New York State law is to protect consumers from out-of-network charges
MRGMVGYQWXERGIWFI]SRHXLIMVGSRXVSP8LIPE[LEWFIIRIǺIGXMZIEXVIHYGMRKSYXSJRIX[SVO
billing for emergency services. According to an analysis by researchers at Yale University, the
percent of out-of-network emergency department services that were billed decreased from
 MRFIJSVIXLIPE[[EWTEWWIHXS MREJXIVMXWMQTPIQIRXEXMSR7 New York’s
HVSTMRSYXSJRIX[SVOFMPPMRKJSVIQIVKIRG]GEVI[EWWMKRMǻGERXIWTIGMEPP][LIRGSQTEVIH
[MXLRIMKLFSVMRKWXEXIW2EWWEGLYWIXXW(SRRIGXMGYX3I[/IVWI]:IVQSRXERH5IRRW]PZERME
where rates held relatively steady over the same time period.8 The data on out-of-network
billing for nonemergency services during this time period are limited.

The percent of out-of-network emergency department services
that were billed decreased from 20.1% in 2013, before the law was
passed, to 6.4% in 2015, after its implementation.
A key component of the law—the IDR process—has been increasingly used by consumers. In
XLIǻVWX]IEVXLIPIKMWPEXMSR[EWIREGXIHXLIVI[IVIIQIVKIRG]WIVZMGIWYVTVMWI
FMPPWERHSXLIVRSRIQIVKIRG]WYVTVMWIFMPPWXLEX[IRXXLVSYKLXLI.)7TVSGIWW F]
XLIWIRYQFIVWLEHKVS[RXSERHVIWTIGXMZIP]9
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Opportunities to Enhance NY’s Surprise Bill Law
3I[=SVOXEXILEWQEHIWMKRMǻGERXTVSKVIWWMRTVSXIGXMRKTEXMIRXWJVSQWYVTVMWIFMPPW
This section highlights opportunities for the State to build upon these early successes to
further enhance its law.

NETWORK ADEQUACY STANDARDS AND ENFORCEMENT
If there is not an acceptable in-network provider, patients may still face out-of-network bills
when they go to an out-of-network provider—as long as they have been informed that the
provider is out-of-network. Following the passage of the surprise bill law, DFS sought to
address the issue of network adequacy by releasing additional regulations that required
insurance plans to take into account time and distance standards when crafting their
networks.10 New York State could craft more expansive standards and regulations for innetwork plans. In addition, it could institute penalties for those that do not comply with these
standards.
Another issue related to network adequacy arises when in-network physicians refer patients
to out-of-state providers in their network, where the New York State surprise bill law is not
applicable. As with any state’s surprise bill law, it only applies to providers in that state,
regardless of certain physician networks that may cross over into neighboring states. Patients
living in counties bordering other states may receive a referral to an in-network provider that is
out of state, leaving the consumer without the protections of the New York State law. Creating
a protection for this scenario has the potential to safeguard New Yorkers who work or whose
closest provider is located in a neighboring state.

NETWORK DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS
New York State’s legislation requires hospitals and other health care provider facilities to
post information about their providers and the insurance plans that they accept. In addition,
health plans must post the listing of participating providers on their websites and update
their website within 15 days of the addition or termination of a provider from its network or
EGLERKIMRETL]WMGMERƶWLSWTMXEPEǽPMEXMSR11 Although New York State’s network disclosure
requirements are strong, they could be made more robust by requiring plans and providers
to proactively inform patients of changes in provider coverage status and by using a variety of
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New York State Division of Financial Services, “Network Adequacy Standards and Guidance,” https://www.dfs.ny.gov/
insurance/health/Network _ Adeq _ standards _ guidance _ Instructions _ 9.15 _ Final.pdf, accessed February 2019.
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New York State Division of Financial Services, “Out-of-Network Law (OON) Guidance (Part H of Chapter 60 of the Laws
of 2014), https://www.dfs.ny.gov/insurance/health/OON _ guidance.pdf, accessed February 2019.
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GSQQYRMGEXMSRQIXLSHWWYGLEWQEMPMRKMRJSVQEXMSRXSFIRIǻGMEVMIWEWMWXLIGEWIMR3I[
Jersey, where patients receive prompt notice of network provider changes.12

PROVIDER BILLING
Under New York State’s law, there is no limit on what a provider can charge for medical
services, so long as the patient is ultimately held not responsible after the arbitration process.
However, patients may still get a bill with the full charge amount from providers. The law
requires providers to include documentation to assist patients in disputing surprise bill
GLEVKIW LS[IZIVMXQE]WXMPPJEPPSRXLITEXMIRXXSWXEVXXLIEVFMXVEXMSRTVSGIWW']GSRXVEWX
New Jersey includes a provision in its recently passed surprise bill legislation that prohibits
facilities from billing insured patients in excess of the deductible, copayment, or coinsurance
applicable under their insurance plans. New York could consider a similar approach to better
ensure that a patient does not inadvertently pay more than needed for a surprise bill.

APPLICABILITY TO PRIVATE COMPANIES
New York’s legislation applies to hospitals and many other health care facilities. However,
as with many other states with surprise bill laws, New York’s legislation does not necessarily
apply to private companies that are not part of any insurer network, such as the rapidly
growing private air and ground ambulance or medical evacuation industries. Freestanding
emergency departments or privately owned emergency-only medical facilities are also
not subject to New York State’s surprise bill law, leaving patients responsible for full out-ofnetwork charges for emergency care.
New York could explore how some other states are taking legislative action to address
these issues. Colorado13 mandates that, after stabilizing the patient, freestanding emergency
departments must inform patients if their facility is out-of-network for the patients’ insurer
before providing additional care. GeorgiaERH3I[2I\MGS15 recently passed comprehensive
surprise billing consumer protection legislation that include ground ambulance services in
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Epstein Becker Green, “New Jersey’s Surprise Medical Bill Law: Implications and National Trends,” https://www.ebglaw.
com/news/new-jerseys-surprise-medical-bill-law-implications-and-national-trends/, accessed February 2019.
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Regular Session, https://leg.colorado.gov/bills/sb18-146, accessed February 2019.
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Surprise Billing and Consumer Protection Act, SB 8, Georgia General Assembly, 2017-2018 Regular Session, http://www.
legis.ga.gov/Legislation/en-US/display/20172018/SB/8, accessed February 2019.
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Surprise Billing Protection Act, HB 313, New Mexico Legislature, 2017 Regular Session, https://www.nmlegis.gov/
Legislation/Legislation?chamber=H&legtype=B&legno=313&year=17, accessed February 2019.
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the emergency services category under which out-of-network charges would not apply.
2SRXERE does not hold consumers responsible for air ambulance balance billing, and
establishes an IDR process for payers and air ambulance providers. North Dakota17 requires
hospitals to notify patients in nonemergency situations which air ambulance providers are
in their insurance networks, when air ambulances are being used to transport the patient
between two hospitals.

SELF-FUNDED HEALTH PLANS
All state-level surprise bill laws, including New York’s, are limited by the fact that self-funded
LIEPXLTPERW TPERWMR[LMGLERIQTPS]IVTVSZMHIWLIEPXLFIRIǻXWXSIQTPS]IIWYWMRKXLI
company’s own funds) are not covered by these laws. Self-funded plans are governed by
federal law—the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA)—which pre-empts state
law. Changes to ERISA would be needed to extend surprise bill protections for people covered
F]WIPJJYRHIHTPERW[LMGLMR3I[=SVOXEXIEGGSYRXJSV SJXLIIQTPS]IVWTSRWSVIH
insurance population. Absent changes in federal regulation, New York State could adopt an
approach similar to New Jersey by creating an option for self-funded groups to opt in, which
would allow for the protections of the surprise bill law to extend to those consumers. For
self-funded groups in New Jersey to opt in, they must provide an annual notice to the New
/IVWI])ITEVXQIRXSJ'EROMRKERH.RWYVERGI[LMGLEXXIWXWXSFIMRKFSYRHF]XLIETTPMGEFPI
TVSZMWMSRWSJ3I[/IVWI]ƶWPE[ERHXLIRMRGSVTSVEXIXIVQWMRXSXLIMVFIRIǻXTPERWZMEER
amendment. To date, however, no self-funded plans have chosen to opt in.
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Provide Process to Hold Patients Harmless from Balance Billing by Air Ambulance, SB 44, Montana Legislature, 2017
Regular Session, http://laws.leg.mt.gov/legprd/LAW0210W$BSIV.ActionQuery?P _ BILL _ NO1=44&P _ BLTP _ BILL _ TYP _
CD=SB&Z _ ACTION=Find&P _ SESS=20171, accessed February 2019.
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SB 2231, North Dakota Legislative Branch, 2017 Regular Session, https://www.legis.nd.gov/assembly/65-2017/billactions/ba2231.html, accessed February 2019.
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Conclusion
New York State’s surprise bill legislation has successfully protected many consumers from
XLIǻRERGMEPVIWTSRWMFMPMXMIWSJYREZSMHEFPISYXSJRIX[SVOQIHMGEPWIVZMGIW;LIRGVEJXMRK
federal legislation, lawmakers can look to New York, as well as a small number of other states
with comprehensive consumer protections, for structure and guidance. Although the various
TVSTSWIHJIHIVEPWYVTVMWIFMPPPE[W[MPPRSXKMZI3I[=SVOGSRWYQIVWEHHMXMSREPFIRIǻXW
they will extend similar protections to patients in other states that are without current laws as
consumer-focused as New York’s policy.
3I[=SVOGERFYMPHYTSRMXWWYGGIWWJYPIǺSVXWXSTVSXIGXGSRWYQIVWF]IRLERGMRKIPIQIRXW
related to network adequacy standards and enforcement, network disclosure requirements,
provider billing, and extension of the law to private companies. Although federal action would
be needed to apply surprise bill protections to individuals covered by self-insured plans, New
York can consider opt-in approaches for these plans. In addition to these enhancements,
a robust marketing campaign would educate New Yorkers about the comprehensive
protections provided under the State’s law surprise and could help increase the number of
GSRWYQIVWFIRIǻXMRKJVSQMX

New York State led the charge with the first-ever surprise bill law in the
nation.
3I[=SVOXEXIPIHXLIGLEVKI[MXLXLIǻVWXIZIVWYVTVMWIFMPPPE[MRXLIREXMSR']I\TPSVMRK
the proposed enhancements, New York can continue its groundbreaking work to empower
consumers, help them take a more active role in their health care and the bills they receive,
and ensure that policymakers and providers are supporting a patient experience that is free of
unwanted surprises.
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